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Senate denies TPUSA club
Senate votes against
Turning Point
Ellie Tiemens
News Co-Editor

After a meeting on April 19
the Student Senate officially denied the Taylor University Turning Point USA’s (TPUSA) appeal
to become an official club in a
13-4 vote in opposition to TPUSA.
The TPUSA group that meets
on Taylor’s campus was started
earlier this semester by sophomores Kade Werner and Peter Crowe and freshman Jordan
Taylor.
“The TPUSA mission statement reads ‘to identify, educate,
train, and organize students to
promote freedom,’” Crowe said.
“Turning Point USA does not
seek to divide our country. By
teaching college students about
the importance of conservative
values, Turning Point is trying
to save this country from the socialist ideology of the left.”
Since then, Taylor’s TPUSA
group has sparked conversation
and controversy around campus
regarding the necessity of a politically conservative discussion
forum.
“As a liberal student, I do not
feel that my voice is heard at
these meetings … perhaps my
voice would be better heard
with better mediation from the
Turning Point leadership, or in
a healthier, more inclusive forum altogether,” sophomore
and Student Senate member Ellie Campbell said in an earlier
Echo article.
Crowe disagrees, saying that
meetings have been productive,
civil and educational.
Despite students’ split perceptions of this club, Taylor’s TPUSA
group decided to pursue official TU club status by appearing
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before the Student Senate to
present their case.
Crowe said that this process began in January by Crowe
meeting with Steve Austin, director of student programs; Michael Hammond, provost; Skip
Trudeau, vice president for student development.
The benefits of becoming an
official TU club include being
able to associate the name “Taylor University” with their club,
receiving a certain amount of
funding and the ability to utilize
Taylor University resources such
as university vehicles, facilities,
social media and other places of
advertisement.
Campbell also said that the
Taylor TPUSA group was attempting to receive funding
from both Taylor and the national TPUSA organization. In
the Senate meeting, TPUSA leaders suggested that being an official campus club would give
them the backing of the national
TPUSA organization so that they
could host speakers on campus
from both sides of the aisle.
“To have an official TPUSA chapter on Taylor’s campus
is a huge deal and something
that every student should want,
whether they align as conservative or not,” Crowe said. “... Lastly, by recognizing TPUSA as an
official chapter, Taylor would
be setting a precedent that they
stand for freedom of speech and
are willing to allow clubs of particular viewpoints on campus.”
Senior Anna Craig is the Student Body Vice President and
chair of the Student Senate. She
outlined the process of a group
becoming an official Taylor club.
To attain official club status,
a group must have all of their
executive offices filled, at least
10 members, and a faculty adviser. They also have to make a
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Turning Point USA is a national organization.

constitution, have a budget and
get approved by the Student
Senate and the Community Life
Committee.
When asked to comment, TPUSA faculty adviser Richard Smith,
associate professor of biblical
studies, had nothing to add regarding the Senate proceedings.
Craig said that members of the
Student Senate get to ask questions to the students presenting
their club before they vote. The
Community Life Committee has
the final approval on any clubs.
In the deliberation process,
senate members anonymously submitted concerns for the
group such as TPUSA’s expression of their Taylor club status being vital to their national
TPUSA club status, their already
established divisive rhetoric and that their mission is
not unique with clubs like the
American Enterprise Institute
(AEI) already established on
campus.
“TPUSA declined the suggestion of disassociating with the
national organization,” Craig
said. “Senate believes that the
formal affiliation with TPUSA as
a national organization whose
actions have repeatedly fostered divisiveness through social media and incited conflict
on multiple other college campuses would be inconsistent

with the mission statement of
Taylor University Clubs to foster growth and fellowship in
an environment that actively honors one another, in both
word and conduct, as fellow image bearers.”
Crowe disagrees with the Student Senate’s ruling on their official club status.
He expressed that he believes
members of the Student Senate
have chosen to vote from a place
of opinion with the intent to silence any disagreement.
“We are greatly disappointed
by the denial of our club for official status. Still, we believe that
the values and mission of Turning Point USA are imperative to
students at Taylor University,”
Crowe said. “We will continue to
meet unofficially and promote
the idea that America is the
greatest country in the world!”
While TPUSA is allowed to
meet informally on campus,
they are not permitted to affiliate their group with the name
Taylor University. The group has
until May 23 to take this action.
Craig affirmed that the members of Student Senate followed
the protocol in the University
Club Handbook and committed
their time and discernment to
serving the Taylor community
as a whole.
echo@taylor.edu

The Echo wins state press awards

ICPA awards
Taylor writers

Ellie Tiemens
News Co-Editor

The Echo newspaper recently took home the second place
award for their division of newspaper in the Indiana Collegiate
Press Association’s (ICPA) contest.
Taylor University’s student
newspaper, placed in division
three, was beat out by Goshen
College’s “The Record.”
Alan Blanchard, associate professor of journalism, is the faculty
adviser for The Echo.
“The Echo team’s recognition
at this statewide level is well-deserved,” he said.
The Echo competed against
newspapers from schools such
as Anderson University, Goshen
College, Manchester College and
Wabash College.
In addition to their team second

place award, Echo staff members
took home individual awards for
best stories in many different categories. Overall, they received six
first place awards, seven second
place awards and two third place
awards.
Junior Holly Gaskill received
first place awards for best indepth story, best entertainment
column, best review and a second place award for best feature
story.
Sophomore Markus Miller received first place for best sports
column and second and third
place for best sports news story.
Junior Kyle Hayward placed second place for best sports column.
Sophomores Ansley Kary and
Mer Fenton took first place in best
news or feature story and best entertainment story, respectively.
Senior Sam Jones was awarded second places in best in-depth
story and best opinion column.
Kary and junior Ellie Tiemens

won second place for best news
story and junior Lucas Bertsche
took third place for best review.
The Echo Editorial Board also
took a second place award for
best staff editorial in their Our
View column called “Our response
matters.”
“The Echo is made up of (a)
great team of students from a
variety of majors from across
campus, led this year by senior Sam Jones and junior Holly Gaskill, co-editors-in-chief,”
Blanchard said. “The students
work very hard creating compelling, interesting stories week
in and week out. And the Taylor
University community benefits
from their creative skills and
talents that include writing, editing, photography, graphic design and more.”
See the full list of ICPA awards
in the linked website on the online
version of this article.
echo@taylor.edu
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Indiana Collegiate Press Association awarded The Echo second place.

See pages 5 & 6 for graduate names and awards
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Student section brings the energy to football

Taylor students revive
football fanbase
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

Students are bringing energy to the stands of Taylor University football with the TU
Trojan Horse.
The revival of the student
fan section started when sophomores and roommates Parker Neuman and Nathaniel
Boer attended a football game
showing their support for their
third roommate by painting
his number on their chests.
That simple expression of
support was all it took to make
the two realize that Taylor
football fans had the potential to be full of energy. Their

vision evolved into what is now
an organized student section.
At that time, the next game
was two weeks away. Neuman
and Boer got to work brainstorming action items to make
this hopefully the greatest student section Taylor has seen,
creating the name “TU Trojan
Horse” to represent the effort
on social media.
Neuman and Boer are not
the only ones optimistic about
their efforts. Leading up to the
big game, the football team
caught on to the potential of
this and shared Instagram
posts to spread the word.
Seniors and football team
captains Billy Potter and Sam
Ba r tu appreciated the increased fanbase.
“It ’s a lways n ice to see

students want to be a part of
something,” Bartu said. “For
other people to enjoy what we
do (is) really fun.”
The game, on March 20,
was not an ordinary night. As
Taylor football prepared to
face Concordia, a top-ranked
team, students were getting
ready to bring the hype. Over
200 students filled the bleachers to make an energetic atmosphere. Neuman and Boer led
the crowd in interactive cheering from chants to the wave.
“It was easy to get the crowd
involved when they played
well,” Boer said.
Neuman and Boer’s passion
for TU Trojans goes beyond the
sport. Many of the athletes on
the field are their friends from
First Bergwall, and they are

the reason for the heart behind
it all. The guys enjoy supporting the players and contributing to the classic college sports
experience.
Boer is optimistic about
the future of Tayor’s student
section.
“We literally would not exist
without the football players,”
Boer said. “There’s no student
section without them.”
Although their football season recently came to an abrupt
end with the cancelation of the
April 17 game against Wittenberg, it was not a determining
factor for the TU Trojans.
“When we go out, we’re playing for each other and coaches,
but we’re also playing for the
university,” Potter said.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by TU Trojan Horse Instagram.

Students cheer for their classmates at Turner Stadium.

Summer Institute, camps are on for this year

Camps for high
schoolers return
Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

Although Taylor’s Summer
Institute (formerly known as
CRAM,) and academic summer
camps for high school students
were canceled last summer
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, they are scheduled to return this summer.
The camps run June-July,
and the COVID-19 restrictions
at that time will be carefully considered to make these
camps possible.
Nathan Baker, vice president
for enrollment management,
oversees these programs.
“ These ex perientia l programs provide holistic academic, social and spiritual
development w it h d ist i nguished Taylor faculty and
give a glimpse of those opportunities that exist in the traditional undergraduate context,”
Baker said.
While Summer Institute has
been going on for a long time,
the academic summer camps
started only about 3 years ago.
Jeff Cramer, associate professor of computer science &
engineering, has been teaching Foundations for Summer
Institute since 2013. Cramer
said he thinks the experience
is good for the students and is
enjoyable as a teacher.

“It’s a very stimulating intellectual environment that students really love,” said Cramer.
“Teaching it is a pure joy. It’s
so fun, the students are so entirely engaged and interested
and they just love gathering
around neat ideas. It’s one of
my favorite teaching experiences every year.”
Students who attend Summer Institute receive two college credits for tak ing the
abbrev iated version of the
Foundations of Christian Liberal Arts course. They also receive one additional credit for
the elective they choose.
Summer Institute is selective in choosing the students,
only taking high schoolers between junior and senior year
with a GPA of 3.5 or above. The
academic summer camps typically accept students who
have finished their sophomore
or junior year of high school.
This year, the electives at
Summer Institute will be a
short form writing course and
a history class on the Roosevelts, but the classes rotate
every year.
Not only are the camps a
good way to show students
what Taylor is like, but they
can also introduce students to
some of the available majors.
The degree tracks offered for
the academic summer camps
include musical theater, film,
professional writing and worship arts.

Photograph provided by Taylor University

In previous summer camps, high school students began to learn the ins and outs of the film program at Taylor.

Professor of Professional
Writing Linda Taylor is going to teach the professional writing course for one of
the academic summer camps
this year.
“In professional w riting,
we just were kind of unusual for what happens in a lot
of Christian schools,” Taylor
said. “Most schools that have a
professional writing degree do
something like combin rhetoric and technical writing, but

Taylor’s program is really focused on the writing industry
and being publishable. … But
I want them to feel like at the
end of the day, they got their
money’s worth, and they really learned some stuff and if
they come to Taylor or join the
Professional Writing Program,
that’s a win win.”
The students in the summer camps stay in dorms on
campus and eat at the Hodson Dining Commons (DC).

Several Taylor students will
also be on campus and work
as Personnel Assistants (PAs)
for the high schoolers. There
are a lso evening activ ities
pl a n ne d for t he st udent s
such a s scr ipt u re enga gement sessions, small groups
and group games.
Summer Institute will run
June 21–July 2 and the summer
camps will run June 14–18. Students who attend the summer
camps or Summer Institute

can receive a one-time $1,000
scholarship for Taylor.
Between the academic summer camps and Summer Institute, campus expects over
100 high schoolers to come to
campus across the three week
period.
For more information about
the Summer Institute or academic summer camps, contact
admissions at admissions@
taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Editor’s Column: stepping into a new life phase
Moving from Taylor
to the real world
Sam Jones

Co-Editor in Chief
May 3 — the date of this publication, the last Echo production of my Taylor career
— marks 12 days prior to graduation day for me and my class
of ‘21 peers.
Over the past several weeks,
large portions of my day have
been spent t h i n k i n g a nd
talking about life after Taylor
in an almost surreal sense, but
as commencement gets closer and closer, those conversations about “life after college”
become more and more real.
Taking a big step in life —
such as graduating — sparks
various emotions in any individual. For me, the notion of no
more classes or homework is
nothing short of an enormous
victory. As much as I love Taylor and so many professors
here, I’d be lying if I didn’t admit that I’ve spent numerous
hours working on projects and
homework that will probably
never help me in my professional career or personal life
to any extent, ever.

Photograph provided by Sam Jones

Wengatz performs *NSYNC’s hit song bye bye bye in Airband 2019

But, as we all k now, the
Taylor experience is just as
much about the cultural experience as it is the academic
experience.
There are definitely a few
key memories that stick out to
me amongst the rest — namely, the personnel assistant (PA)
bike trip in the fall of 2019
(shoutout to the Wengatz 20192020 PAs), sleeping overnight
in Odle just to secure a good
spot at Silent Night, the 2019
Daytona Beach Spring Break
missions trip and, of course,
Airband — more specifically,

the all-Wengatz *NSYNC Airband from 2019.
A lthough the g roup cu lture at Taylor is phenomenal,
there’s not much that compares to the relational community that this campus has
to offer. I do believe that Taylor’s geographical location has
a big impact on this — Taylor
student’s idea of “fun” is getting coffee at the Bridge, or,
if you’re feeling crazy, The
Abbey.
If I could change anything
about my time at Taylor, I wish
I had been more involved with

Taylor Student Organizations
(TSO). Specif ically, I w ish I
could have served longer on
the Inter-Class Council (ICC),
a position I’ve held throughout
this year.
At the end of the day, I do
feel as if I’ve checked off most,
if not all, of the classic Taylor
“bingo boxes.”
If you’re looking for better
ways to get involved on campus, or just to have fun in
general, here’s what I would
recommend:
Apply to work in a TSO
cabinet.

Ride in Taylathon.
Do Airband if you’re able.
Dancing on stage with a bunch
of your friends is an unforgettable memory.
You really only have these
four(ish) years to soak up your
college experience. So, if you
want to do something, just go
for it. College f lies by in the
blink of an eye.
Looking forward, it’s weird
to be entering a world where I
won’t be surrounded by people
my age, with very similar interests and comparable Taylor
experiences.

But at the same time, I’m
sure it will be one of the most
formative seasons yet, as I
meet new people both in my
work and church communities,
and as I assume the responsibilities that come with life after college.
Lastly, of course, I’ll miss
my time spent at the Echo.
Throughout my time at the
paper, I’ve served as a contributor, staff writer, opinions editor, campus editor and
co-editor in chief.
Working at the Echo, I’ve
learned a lot in regards to running a publication, but also doing it in a fun and engaging way.
At the end of the day, we aim to
produce a quality paper each
week, but that doesn’t mean we
can’t also have fun while doing
it. Working on staff this semester
specifically has been something
that takes up a lot of time, but I
always find myself looking forward to our weekly production
night on Thursdays every week.
Overall, I’m glad for my time
spent at Taylor. I’m sure it’s
changed me in ways I cannot
even think of specifically, but
I know I wouldn’t be who I am
today without it.
echo@taylor.edu
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LaMar sees equestrian team as an escape
Learning, leading and
a love for animals
Marissa Muljat
Features Co-Editor

How do students at Taylor
cope with being away from
animals and pets?
For senior public health major Elizabeth LaMar, the answer to this question is quite
simple: joining the equestrian team.
Growing up on a farm
caused LaMar to fall in love
with animals, especially sheep
and horses.
Life at Taylor can be difficult for LaMar at times because she is so far from her
farm and the animals she
loves and cares about.
“It is very hard being on a
campus where no one can relate to things that were such
a big part of your life,” LaMar said.
As a kid, LaMar participated in 4-H. She was also
crowned fair queen during
her junior year of high school.
So, to be taken away from her
animals, who she considers
to be parts of her family, was
quite challenging.
When LaMar endured the
college search process, Taylor was the first and last place
she visited.
During her visit, the Lord
spoke in several tangible
ways, making it clear to her
that Taylor was where she was
meant to be.
One of those ways was her
discovery of the orphans and
vulnerable children (OVC)
minor at Taylor. Another
was when she found out that
the school has an equestrian team.
LaMar knew she wanted to
join an equestrian team in
college because growing up,
her family had horses, and
also, her mom’s experience
on Michigan State’s equestrian team drew her to the sport.
She also knew that participating in the sport would be a

Photograph provided by Elizabeth LaMar

In Fall of 2018, Senior Elizabeth LaMar recieved 2nd place in her class at an equestrian competition.

way to experience animal interaction in college.
During her freshman year at
Taylor, LaMar joined the team.
“Being able to go to the barn
was just such a good escape
because I could actually do
some physical labor to get the
stress out and also be rewarded for that through showing,”
LaMar said.
Equestrian team members
participate in weekly lessons
and ride with Jenny Schamber,
the assistant director of the
counseling center at Taylor.
LaMar has experienced a
strong sense of community
from her fellow teammates
and from Schamber.
“We lesson every week, and
then we have shows, and it

looks different this year because of COVID,” LaMar said.
“It looks the same, just a lot
fewer (shows).”
During their competitions,
team members ride English
style and compete with various schools from their region.
The equestrian team members do not know which horse
they will be riding until the
day of the competition. This
makes competitions a bit
challenging since there are
certain horses that are more
cooperative than others.
“My freshman year, the first
time I ever rode, I got a second in my class,” LaMar said.
This was extremely exciting for LaMar and a great
beginning to her equestrian

team involvement.
Not all of LaMar’s competitions have gone quite as
smoothly as that of her freshman year. This year, she fell off
her horse while in a competition, which is an automatic disqualification. LaMar
surprised herself with a positive attitude through this
small trip up and was able to
get back up and finish with a
smile on her face.
During her freshman year
at Taylor, LaMar was elected
co-president of the equestrian team. Later on, she learned
that her co-president would
not be coming back to Taylor, and thus, LaMar was left
to lead the team on her own.
“(Being the team president)

was super, super stressful, but
super, super rewarding,” LaMar said.
The presidency was a difficult task for LaMar because
the previous president graduated, and she had no one to
ask questions to or seek advice from.
Through her presidential
position and equestrian team
involvement, LaMar learned
the importance of relying on
God to guide her life and that
perfectionism is not always
the answer.
“The Lord took (perfectionism) away from me because I
need to rely on him, and also,
I need to not worry about
things so much because they
don’t have to be perfect,” LaMar said.
Although she had a wonderful time full of growth and
learning as the president, LaMar decided to step down for
her senior year.
This spring, the equestrian
team attended a competition
at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College in Terre Haute, Indiana.
This was LaMar’s last equestrian competition ever, and
she gratefully took home a
second place ribbon.
As a graduating senior
this fall, LaMar hopes to attend Ivy Tech to become a
dental hygienist. If this plan
does not end up working out,
she expects to take a gap
year through which she will
help make her family’s farm
more profitable.
Looking back on her equestrian team experience, farming history and involvement
with the public health and
orphans and vulnerable children programs at Taylor, LaMar thinks of her life goal.
“I want to have a farm that
rehabilitates teenagers that
are involved in both the foster
care and juvenile delinquency
systems,” LaMar said. “I want
to do it through farm work,
connecting to Christ through
his creation.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Humrichous embarks on her journalism journey
Lynnea Humrichous
pursues her dream
Emma Holley
Staff Writer

Students wrote stories like
this one in the JRN 115 Intro to
Media Writing course, taught
by Alan Blanchard, associate professor of journalism
– Editor.
The crowd roars. The players celebrate. A reporter dashes on-field to interview the
coach of the winning team.
Taylor sophomore Lynnea
Humrichous wants to be this
reporter.
She loves the thrill of live
sports reporting, but she
would also be comfortable interviewing guests in a studio.
She loves speaking with
others and investing herself
in their stories.
Her focus wasn’t always on
journalism, however.
“I originally wanted to be in
education,” Humrichous said.
Though she was passionate
about journalism, she didn’t
think she had the talent or
ability to become a real reporter or television host. Her
journalism journey was filled
with highs and lows.
Humrichous describes herself as an extrovert, loving the
spotlight since she was young.
She competed in beauty
pageants and later became a
pageant judge.
She started to explore the
field of journalism in high

school, where she worked
on its publications team and
hosted its news program.
“I loved wearing a good
blazer,” Humrichous said.
Her family’s love of sports
inspired her to become a
sports reporter.
“My family is a big sports
family; we’ve watched every
game you can imagine,” Humrichous said. “In high school, I
wanted to be the person who
would interview the coaches
at the end of a NCAA game.”
A trip to New York City
with her school’s show choir
was another major inf luence. Humrichous and the
group were in the outdoor
audience of the TV morning
show “Good Morning America.” While she didn’t get to see
the indoor set, she was happy
she got the chance to watch
the hosts in action.
In addition to being a sports
reporter, Humrichous would
like to become a host on a
morning show like “Good
Morning America.”
She enjoys interviewing
people to get to know them
and the stories they have
to tell.
“I love sitting down and
interviewing someone and
having a conversation,” Humrichous said.
After high school, Humrichous still didn’t know if a
career in journalism was right
for her.
S h e doubt ed that sh e
was good enough to be a

Photograph provided by Lynnea Humrichous

Sophomore Lynnea Humrichous has pursued journalism at Taylor.

sports reporter or morning
Humrichous visited, apshow host.
plied and left her journalism
Her best friend, a Taylor dreams behind to pursue elestudent, asked her to come mentary education.
to Taylor for a visit.
During her freshman year,

she stayed busy with chapel
band and CREW, Taylor’s admissions team.
Humrichous enjoyed life at
Taylor, but she felt unsatisfied

with her choice of major.
She liked Taylor’s elementary education program, but
journalism still tugged on
her heartstrings.
Humrichous put aside her
fears and considered what a
career in journalism would
look like for her.
“I talked with a career consultant who saw that I could
do it,” Humrichous said.
Encouraged, she researched
broadcasters in her area to
find out where journalism majors could be hired.
After thinking it over, she
decided to change her major.
She explained she could see
God at work as He helped her
make the difficult decision.
“There is an endgame already, even if I don’t know
what it is,” Humrichous said.
Now, Humrichous is pursuing a double major in journalism and public relations.
She’s excited to explore new
opportunities in her major, including a trip to New York City
during her senior year.
Her advice to students seeking a journalism career is to
do their research.
“See if they’re interested
in the different things that
come with it,” Humrichous
said. “When you’re going to
take that step, you just have
to trust (God) at that point.”
It took some time for her to
find her way, but Humrichous’
journalism journey has finally begun.
echo@taylor.edu
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“We need now more than ever to kill the idol of
self and listen to the voice of truth.”
Love the truth at all costs
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Love the truth at all costs
Proclaiming truth in a
culture of self-truths

Matthew
Sakeuh
Guest
Contributor

A C h r i s t i a n i n t o d a y ’s
world must be a lover of the
truth no matter what.
Information is more readily available to us today than
at any other point in history,
but it is constantly filled with
lies. In the world that we are
currently living in, there is
constant pressure to respond
quickly to problems that we
are facing as a society. It can
become hard to process what
we see, hear and read.
It is increasingly important that we do not spend all
of our time just listening to
our favorite inf luencer or
media outlet but to the one
who can bring truth in an
ocean of lies. In times like
these, it is most imperative
that we die to ourselves. We
need now more than ever to
kill the idol of self and listen
to the voice of truth.
The biggest lie being
spread today, widely accepted by both Christians and
non-Christians alike, is the
lie of the idolatry of self. It
makes sense that the world
a c c e pt s thi s li e and c ontinues to spread it, but we
shouldn’t be surprised. The
world is supposed to be different from us. They readily
accept things that we know
to be lies because they don’t
k n o w a ny b e tt e r, b u t w e
should be different.
We have experienced truth
through Christ, but we are
choosing to reject it. The issue here is that the Church
has al so bought into thi s
lie and it is destroying our
witness.
You may be thinking, “Matt,
you’re saying the idolatry of
self is more destructive than
raci sm? You’re saying th e
idolatr y of self is more destructive than Christian nationalism?” To that, I would
say yes. The reason I believe
that is because sin and all
that stems from it is born
from the idea that we think

we know better than God.
It began in heaven when
an angel b ecam e prideful
and want ed to b e great er
than God and was cast out
from heaven. He moved to
the garden where his jealousy for humankind — created
in the image of God — caused
him to spread to them the
same lie he believed, tainting humanity.
When we begin to hold ourselves as Lord over our own
lives, all of a sudden , th e
truth of what God says in
Scripture becomes too harsh.
What do we do from there?
We start to change Scripture. We take out parts that
we don’t like that may seem
bigoted and hateful to the
rest of the world because we
don’t want to offend people.
Let me be more specific
here. People see transgend eri sm and cal l it c ourageous when we know that
our God doesn’t make mistakes. Both Genesis 5:2 and
Mark 10:6 speak to the fact
that God made us both male
and female. The Bible also
says in Jeremiah 1:5 that the
Lord “... Knew you before you
were formed in your mother’s
womb. ...” People see homosexuality and say love is love
even though we don’t get to
choose w hat love is w hen
there is someone who gave
us the perfect example. John
15:13 says, “There is no greater love than to lay down one’s
life for one’s friends.” Christ
already showed us true love
when he stood in our place,
took on our sin and died for
us on the cross.
People stand for and defend
gay marriage even though
God defined what marriage is
in Genesis 2:24 when he created Eve for Adam. The point
here is that what God clearly defines as good and evil
is good and evil. We have no
right to say otherwise. When
we give our lives to Christ, we
choose to die to ourselves
daily, pick up our cross and
follow Jesus. 1 Corinthians
6:19-20 says, “ You are not
your own; you were bought
with a price.”
If we truly love people, we
must be willing to speak the
truth to them in love. I know
that the Church has gotten

this wrong for centuries, but
that is why we need to get
it done right. Time is of the
essence. Souls hang in the
balance.
If we want to be more like
Christ, which is our duty here
on earth while we wait for his
return, our job as Christians
is to push forward and stand
on the truth of Scripture. The
world will hate us. John 15:18,
20 says, “If the world hates
you , keep in mind that it
hated me first … Remember
what I told you: ‘A servant is
not greater than his master.’
If they persecuted me, they
will persecute you also.”
Understand this: the Christian walk is a gift for everyone, but it’s not for everyone.
Some will hear the good news
and reject it, but we have to
speak the truth no matter
where that leads us. We have
to look at our Jesus who was
the embodiment of boundless
grace, love and sacrifice. He
was brutally killed knowing
that there would be countless people who would reject
their need for a Savior. Still,
he hung up on that cross and
asked God to forgive those
who put him there.
To those who would say
that you are loving someone
by accepting their sin and
not speaking the truth about
the life that they may be living, you don’t love them more
than Jesus does. You wouldn’t
be willing to die for that person. Yes, Jesus was called the
friend of sinners. Yes, he sat
and ate with them . Those
sinners that Jesus extended
grace to could just as easily be you or I. As Christians,
we love to look out at the
world and see the sinners all
around us before we would
look inward at ourselves and
see the sinner within — a sinner that is also in need of a
savior.
Je su s kn e w th at p e opl e
looked on what he was doing with hatred, but he didn’t
care. His mind was on eternity. He wasn’t afraid to come
up against the religious leaders of his day and speak the
truth wherever he went, and
he was ultimately killed for
it.
I spoke to Gary Ross, Taylor University ’s head soccer
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Matt Sakeuh is a junior public relations major.

coach, and asked him what it
means to seek out the truth.
“Given all the culture wars
that we’re going through, I
think part of the truth and
part of pursuing the truth is
a recognition that there are
some real problems in the
world and to whatever extent
people disagree with one another there’s probably some
reasonable points of view
on both sides,” said Ross. “I
think at the end of the day
the objective of a believer is
to fill their minds with the
truth, and by that I mean the
words of God (and) the scriptures that teach truth and I
would say that that is when
lies are made apparent and
that we can identify them as
lies.”
I al s o sp oke to Richard
Smith , profess or of bi blical studies, and I asked him

President reflects on two-year sojourn
Appreciation & farewell
from Paige Cunningham
Paige

Cunningham
Guest
Contributor

How does a person reflect
on two years in 600 words
or less? Particularly years
that have no parallel in living memory.
I can identify with the Hebrew people who left Egypt
for a new, unknown home.
They didn’t have maps or a
GPS to guide them. There
was no app on their phone
indicating how many minutes … or hours … or days
to their final destination.
Instead, they traveled by
faith, led by two unparalleled phenomena : a per sonal cloud (not the data
storage kind) and a fier y
column. If they didn’t pay
a tt e n t i o n o r o b e y, th e y
would soon be lost in a hostile, life-quenching desert.
When Jay and I came to
Taylor, we didn’t know how
long our sojourn would be.
I wasn’t sure what direction
God would be leading Taylor during my presidency. I
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President Paige Cunningham with students on The Echo’s Editorial Board.

didn’t have the “presidential roadmap to success” to
guide me.
But I did have unshakeable confidence that God
had called me to this role.
Because I didn’t have the
traditional preparation to
b e a college president, I
was utterly dependent upon
Him . His strength would
show up in and through my
weaknesses.

Do you know why dependence is a great position to
be in? That way God gets all
the glory.
Of course, I haven’t been
a l o n e . I h av e b e e n su r rounded not only by a “great
cloud of witnesses,” but also
f lesh and blood colleagues
whose expertise and love
for Taylor are a source of
wise counsel and practical
know ledge, and w ho are

leaders in their own right.
I couldn’t have done this
without Mike Hammond ,
Nath an B aker, R e x B en nett, Gregory Dyson, Steve
Olson, Ron Sutherland
and Skip Trudeau. I have
learned from each of them,
and am grateful for the imprint they’ve left on me and
on Taylor.
I wish I could have
spent more time with our

why the truth is so important. “ There’s nothing more
important than the truth ,
because a common dichotomy that likes to distinguish
between truth and relationships is a false dichotomy
b ecause rel ationships are
actually part of the truth,”
said Smith. “So, no, without
the truth there’s no possibility for integrity and without
integrity, there’s no possibility of the self and without
self, there’s no potential for a
real group and without a real
group there’s no potential for
real community without true
community there is no hope
for us and this is where the
truth of the gospel comes in.”
We live in a sinful world,
and most of what we hear
these days has been created
on a lie — one that sounds
good but only leads to death.

For believers, the truth is
the most important weapon that we have. Without
it, there can be no peace.
Without it, there can be no
reconciliation. Without the
truth, there can be no love.
In Jo h n 14 : 6 Je su s s ay s ,
“ I a m t h e w ay, t h e t r u t h ,
an d th e li fe.” He i s th e answer. He i s th e hop e of th e
w orl d an d it ’s tim e C hri stians remembered that.
S o b e f o re y o u h o p o n th e
next bandwagon or post
th e n e xt p opul ar h a sht a g,
ask the Holy Spirit first
for gui d an c e an d se ek out
th e v o i c e of tr uth . D e ci d e
this day whom you will
ser v e.
I, Matthew Sakeuh, choose
to stan d for the truth and I
will serve the Lord, no matter the cost.
echo@taylor.edu

e x t r a o r d i n a r y f a c u l t y.
“COVID hibernation” foreclosed those casual conversations that are the mustard
seed of relationships. I ’m
grateful for the faculty leaders whose paths intersected mine: Jeff Cramer, Tracy
Manning, Ed Meadors, Ashley Chu, Matt Renfrow, and
Barb Bird (and there are
many others—forgive me
for not mentioning you all
by name!).
Th e staf f at Taylor are
just as passionate as the
a c a d e m i c f a c u l ty a b o u t
students and the mission.
My life has been enriched
through getting to know
p eople like Jef f Wallace,
Kathy Chamberlain, Nicole
Mur phy, Brad Yordy, th e
Advancement team, and so
many, many more.
But most of you reading
this want to know : What
about the students?
Yes, I saved the best for
last. You are God’s surprise.
He surprised me with a
love for you before I ever
knew you . And that love
has grown deeper. The cost
of loving one another is revealed in the pain of parting.
But it’s a price I would gladly pay again, because the rewards are immeasurable.
We’ve been on this uncertain journey together.

None of us could predict
the detours. We’ve sprinted,
jogged, walked and stumbled with weariness. We’ve
encouraged and ch eered
one another on to finish
well.
Each one of you who has
not given up, who is not
pouting on th e sidelin es
(or at least not for long!) is
being formed as a leader.
I have had the privilege of
getting to spend time with
your elected leaders: Anders Soderquist, Tali Valentine, and Matt Hapner last
year (2019-2020), and Emmanuel Terrell, Anna Craig
and Danny Magallanes this
year (2020-2021).
They have led you well.
They did not give up when
they were exhausted, discouraged, numbed by
pandemic fatigue. They
modeled w hat sacrificial
leadership looks like, what
it means to be a ser vant
leader. And so have many
of you.
So, farewell dear on es.
Fo l l ow th e f i re a n d th e
cloud. God will lead you on
the journey of a lifetime!
Dr. Paige Cunningham, appointed interim president of
Taylor University in 2019 ,
will conclude her service in
this role Aug. 15, 2021.
echo@taylor.edu

The Class of ‘21
ANTHROP. SOCIOLOGY, SOCIAL WORK
Trevor Jackson Booth
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
cum laude
Rachel Fay Gray
summa cum laude
Kaitlyn Rae Herald
Camryn Marie Lien
summa cum laude
Jadyn Lynn Meyer
magna cum laude
Alyssa Dawn Muller
cum laude
Danielle Joy Parker
magna cum laude
Alecia Michele Shaffer
magna cum laude
Savannah Leigh Spurgeon
Taylor L. Williams
cum laude
ART, FILM, AND MEDIA
Bronte A. Fry
cum laude
Mallory Rose Hooks
Mark Thayer Anderson
cum laude
Abigail S. Braswell
Liam Samuel Brettenny
Ruth Anne Brown
magna cum laude
Stephen Paul Dagher
magna cum laude
Annelise Danielle Edwards
Bachelor of Arts
Taylor Mackenzie French
magna cum laude
Ross Duncan Kimbrell
cum laude
LaShae’ Patriece Mobley
Morgan Nicole Orme
Anna Grace Poel
magna cum laude
Sara Elizabeth Recknagel
magna cum laude
Samuel F. Serrato
*Rinnah Kathryn Shaw
summa cum laude
Katherine Suzanne Turner
magna cum laude
Olivia Morgan VanErmen
magna cum laude
Sydney Ellen Watson
magna cum laude
Jaime Nicole Wills
magna cum laude
Sarah Elaine Bleeke
magna cum laude
Campbelle Marie Williams
magna cum laude
Natalie Christine Baker
Bachelor of Arts
Leam Bradley Beaird
Matthew Brian Brown
summa cum laude
Margaret Elizabeth Cripe
Joseph Matthew Ford
magna cum laude
John-David Allen Groh
cum laude
Timothy George Hudson
magna cum laude
Josie Alysse Koontz
cum laude
Nathan Charles Kowall
Abigail Elizabeth McCormic
Erica Lynette Morman
cum laude
Matthew Lawrence Neu
cum laude
Jeffrey Baxter Ogden
magna cum laude
Carolina Yvonne Quintana
cum laude
Bethany Brock Sluser
magna cum laude
Aidan Leon Strite
Emmanuel Mosheh Terrell
Paul Andrew Terzano
cum laude
Mitchell Thomas Wheeler
BIB. STUDIES, CHRISTIAN
MINISTRIES, PHILOSOPHY
Chauncea Faith Deno
magna cum laude
Autumn M. Jacobs
magna cum laude
Cassidy Lee Simchak
Andrew W. Collins
Joshua Michael Crawford
Micah Hardesty
cum laude
Samuel Joseph Hardy
summa cum laude
Natalie Christine Hummer
cum laude
*Garrett Benjamin Kaiser
summa cum laude
Cheyenne Elizabeth-Sue King
summa cum laude
Madelyn Grace Martinson
summa cum laude
Bradley Wayne McMunn
cum laude
Michael Anthony Navetta
*Isaiah Austin Swain
summa cum laude
Tyler Coy Marcum
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summa cum laude
Alejandra Reyes-Gaona
cum laude
Robert Calvin Chesbro
Zachary John Winters
summa cum laude
BIO., ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE, PUBLIC HEALTH, AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Grace Elizabeth Allan
magna cum laude
Quinn Thomas Anderson
cum laude
Hannah Marie Burden
magna cum laude
Leah Grace Conley
magna cum laude
Noah Michael DiYanni
cum laude
Tenleigh Annese Ellis
summa cum laude
Jacinda H. Eskander
summa cum laude
*Micah David Hoeksema
summa cum laude
Julianna Marie Hotmire
magna cum laude
Brandon L. Hunsberger
summa cum laude
Blake A. Jarosinski
summa cum laude
Jordan T. Laing
magna cum laude
Lexi Oralia Lipinski
Andrew Marting
magna cum laude
Charles Edmund Moore
Noah Christian Pitts
summa cum laude
Kristen Grace Pogue
summa cum laude
*Luke Charles Rovenstine
summa cum laude
Caleb Joseph Swing
summa cum laude
Samantha Anne Thomas
Mariah Lynn Williams
magna cum laude
Andrew Joel Williamson
Savannah Rose Wilson
Madelyn Hope Camara
Allison Nicole Fuller
Tyler Scott Hasbrook
magna cum laude
Aidden Tapia
cum laude
Justin Taylor White
cum laude
Michaela Renae Stenerson
cum laude
Rachel Clare Weikart
magna cum laude
Keegan Charles White
magna cum laude
Brittany Renae Boehm
summa cum laude
Meghan Elise Burkholder
magna cum laude
Ethan Paul Cramer
Brooke Makenzie Foster
magna cum laude
Lydia Mekdem Jembere
Elizabeth Kathryn LaMar
summa cum laude
Megan Margaret Miller
cum laude
Claire Elise Rush
cum laude
Garrett Richard Sisson
BUSINESS
Margaret Alice Anderson
summa cum laude
Michael Ross Eckel
cum laude
Madisyn Marie Fischer
summa cum laude
Jonathan Mark Foster
Lucas Jon Fotis
cum laude
Hunter Philip Huber
summa cum laude
Joshua Jay Lasley
magna cum laude
Daniel Magallanes
cum laude
Jason Andrew Schug
cum laude
Zachary Newton Zander
Tyler Wayne Dayhoff
Caleb John Edington
Justin Lawrence Fath
magna cum laude
Jacob D. Ferguson
summa cum laude
Alexander James Gallup
David Brian Koehler
cum laude
Jack Morgan McNeil
summa cum laude
Nathaniel Scott Morris
Zachary R. Saltzgaber
cum laude
Adam Richard Siegelin
Benjamin Nathaniel Stowell
magna cum laude
Luke Charles Bennett
cum laude

Alisa Devin Callahan
magna cum laude
David Dunas
Justin Lawrence Fath
magna cum laude
Grace Marie Fee
Antwan Hermiz
Victoria Ann Hilse
Jordan Antonio Jackson
Andrew James LeFever
Timothy Robert Maiste
James Ivory McCloud
magna cum laude
Landon Victor Morgan
magna cum laude
Elijah Tanner Norr
Luke David Prince
Parker Stephen Rosario
John Reilly Stauffer
Madeline Cheree Thomas
cum laude
Maxwell Thomas Van Dam
Peter Joseph Williams
cum laude
Trenton Michael Wisz
cum laude
Leah Mackenzie Bassett
cum laude
Gabriel Austin Bowron
magna cum laude
Sophia Lee Guo
magna cum laude
Jared Boyd Hagan
Taylor Ashley Heath
summa cum laude
Leslie Marie Kolb
cum laude
Daniel E. Korrie
Makenzie Rae Kreitzer
summa cum laude
William Gilles Potter
Mariana Freire Pratas Palma
magna cum laude
Noah Paul Rodman
magna cum laude
Nathan Daniel Rohwer
magna cum laude
James Casey Schneider
summa cum laude
Lauren Kimberly Thomas
William John VanDerNoord
cum laude
Zihan Flora Wang
Samuel Luke Bolin
William Michael Burdine III
Hannah Martinez
Andrew John Nevins
cum laude
Katelynn Noel Suits
cum laude
Timothy Joseph Swore
Tucker Harris Waddups
cum laude
CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
Christopher A. Chiodo
Sarah Jane Holzman
magna cum laude
Vincent Michael Miranda
Jocelyn Pletcher
magna cum laude
Kendra Danae Russell
magna cum laude
Bachelor of Science
Elaine Michelle Christian
Sarah Elizabeth Gorski
Emily Marie Knight
summa cum laude
*Melissa Grace Copeland
magna cum laude
COMMUNICATION
Samuel Jeffrey Jones
Victoria Faith Lawson
magna cum laude
Kassidy Ann Weemhoff
summa cum laude
Deanna Mae Dean
Isaac C. Dotson
summa cum laude
*Amanda Lea Hall
magna cum laude
Aleigha Hayley Henn
Allyson Mae Hutchison
summa cum laude
Kamryn Diana Koble
summa cum laude
Clark L. Murray
*Emily Amanaki Pawlowski
summa cum laude
Shelley Nichole Sample
cum laude
Cheri Stutzman
magna cum laude
Alec Jon Tebben
summa cum laude
Natalie J. Casey
Emily E. Kozlowski
cum laude
Andrew Davis Martin
Julia Autumn Nelsen
Janel Elise Reichert
magna cum laude
Lauren Olivia Rink
summa cum laude
Sara Grace Salako
Olivia Grace Schroder
cum laude
Leah Mae Selk

magna cum laude
Madeja Tyrek Sims
Maxwell Thomas Urban
Madelyn Kate Miller
magna cum laude
Lucas Bradley Rupp
COMPUTER SCIENCE, ENGINEERING
Haotian Deng
summa cum laude
Cole Bryant Guillaume
magna cum laude
Jacob A. Haimes
cum laude
Cordell Jamal King
*Kendall David Miyakawa
summa cum laude
Joseph Jacob van der Harst
summa cum laude
Ariel Joy Wentworth
summa cum laude
Daisy P. Bell
Peter E. Bologna
Jeremiah David Dennen
Adam W. Nichols
Grace Victoria Rose
magna cum laude
Jared Brian Souther
Qiang Wang
Elliot D. Wirrick
Jacob S. Hoekert
summa cum laude
Patience O Korrie
Benjamin R. Kruger
Carson William Deckard
Matthew Solomon Jacques
Collin Andrew Lehrian
Shane Anthony Wozniak
EDUCATION
Tae Aye
cum laude
Melinda Brooke Bontrager
summa cum laude
Audrey June Burson
summa cum laude
Angelina Cheng
Alexandra E. Choate
magna cum laude
*Mikayla Louise Clementz
summa cum laude
*Elissa Louise Erb
summa cum laude
Hannah JoAnn Frase
summa cum laude
Grant Himes Gerig
magna cum laude
Nicole Kristine Golding
cum laude
Katelyn Gray
magna cum laude
Kaitlyn Grace Griswold
cum laude
Rebekah Elizabeth Groeling
summa cum laude
Jaydyn Caye Henson
cum laude
Laura R. Jeggle
summa cum laude
Emily Jean Johnson
magna cum laude
Erika Nicole Kennedy
summa cum laude
Erinne H. Lubienski
Caroline Elizabeth Massey
cum laude
Elly Zai Than Mawi
cum laude
Daniel Richard McHenney
cum laude
Mikaela Nicole McWhinnie
summa cum laude
Samantha Parton Rios
Bachelor of Science
Shelby Lynne Robbins
Jacqueline C. Ryals
magna cum laude
Emily Christine Klingstein
Schultz
cum laude
Hannah G. Thalmayer
magna cum laude
Dana Joy Thompson
summa cum laude
Grace Elizabeth Tolentino
summa cum laude
Hannah Ashleigh Torrans
summa cum laude
Hannah Nicole Wallen
Bachelor of Science
Matthew Rex Wildman
magna cum laude
ENGLISH, MODERN LANGUAGES
Harli Alexis Broge
magna cum laude
*Maya Renee Laytham
summa cum laude
Hope A. Winters
Cali Alexis Saunders
summa cum laude
*Taylor A. Burns
magna cum laude
HEALTH SCIENCES
+Emma Lauren Degenkolb
magna cum laude
+Anna Ebeth Dennis
cum laude
+Dana Marie Kay
cum laude

+Jenna Irene Orellana
magna cum laude
+Megan Kristine Williams
summa cum laude
Paula Felemi
Teagan M. Kauffman
cum laude
Abigail Jean Brindusa Stewart
magna cum laude
William Silas Vinson
magna cum laude
*Lillian Zoe Walter
summa cum laude
HISTORY, GLOBAL, POL. STUDIES, OVC
Olivia Jane Chamberlain
summa cum laude
Kassidy Grace Hall
magna cum laude
Katelynn Elizabeth Hanback
magna cum laude
Blessing Sarah-Elisabeth Kohol
*Victoria Rae MacDonald
magna cum laude
*Emily Grace VanHuis
summa cum laude
Jedidiah W. Barber
magna cum laude
Tesia Kathleen Juraschek
magna cum laude
Brady Phillip Roberts
magna cum laude
Benjamin Reed Britton
cum laude
Grace Lauren Eichelberger
magna cum laude
Rachel Laura Knight
summa cum laude
Caleb Scott Newcomer
Nathan Leroy Sahly
magna cum laude
Joshua Saltzgaber
magna cum laude
*Kyle Edward Schultz
magna cum laude
William Everett Shroyer
summa cum laude
Leigh Mackenzie Sumner
magna cum laude
Margaret Ann Theaker
cum laude
*Heidi Elizabeth Davis
summa cum laude
Michael Scott Aust
Bryant A. Barger
summa cum laude
Rachel Elaine Coers
summa cum laude
*Anna YuFeng Craig
summa cum laude
Kayla Grace Gewecke
magna cum laude
Abigail Jo Haines
*Spencer A. Kilmer
summa cum laude
Evan Scott Krueger
summa cum laude
Reilly D. LaRose
magna cum laude
Cameron Graham McLean
James Dennis O’Malley
Karrington Bailey Ward
magna cum laude
Benjamin Ray Woolridge
summa cum laude
Prisilla Sui
magna cum laude
BreeAnna Bailey
summa cum laude
Nathaniel Roman Canales
Hannah Grace Corey
Kara Gayle Head
magna cum laude
Usha K.C.
Madelyn Suzanne Schwarz
summa cum laude
Adina Rahne Shabe
cum laude
KINESIOLOGY
Caroline Noel Ankrum
magna cum laude
Taylor Ann Barry
summa cum laude
Evan Rodrigo Guckenberger
Sarah Mishelle Harden
magna cum laude
Ashley Nicole Harrell
magna cum laude
Tanner D. Kolbe
cum laude
Brett Lee Lawson
Meek OnYou Lee
Molly Mackenzie Romanowski
cum laude
Andrea Joy Rose
summa cum laude
Kara Julianne Tucker
summa cum laude
Hannah Marie Wilson
magna cum laude
Caleb Christian Young
summa cum laude
Reyna Louise Williams
summa cum laude
Yuhan Yan
LIBERAL ARTS
Joshua Michael Kroll
MATHEMATICS

Jackson Thomas Bronkema
cum laude
Jessica Erin Doctor
Caleb Scott Fox
magna cum laude
*Caleb James Holleman
cum laude
Zachery Allen Huse
magna cum laude
Joshua Roth
cum laude
Joseph Jacob van der Harst
summa cum laude
Grace Kathleen Weeks
magna cum laude
Ariel Joy Wentworth
summa cum laude
Ellen Ruth Durling
cum laude
Jakob Michael Sprunger
cum laude
Logan Clair Tuckey
MUSIC, THEATRE, DANCE
Kaitlyn Mariah Carroll
David Vabi Hnanga
Timiesha Jueltinique Knowles
Devin Ashton McKenzie
cum laude
Christopher John-Thomas
Douglas
cum laude
RaeAnne Nicole Hankla
magna cum laude
Moorea Lynne Reiskytl
summa cum laude
Victoria M. Koro
summa cum laude
Madeline Joy Logan
summa cum laude
Evangeline Rose Bouw
Elizabeth Grace Carrier
cum laude
PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING
Hudson Quinn Childs
Noah James Eshuis
cum laude
Kevin Matthew King
Lydia Hope Mason
summa cum laude
Caleb Samuel Miller
summa cum laude
Moriah Joy Schlenker
John Thomas Ragan
magna cum laude
Clayton Thomas Warren
magna cum laude
PSYCHOLOGY
McKayla Scott Barbour
summa cum laude
Rebekah Marie Carp
magna cum laude
Chloe Nicole Cassel
magna cum laude
Theophilus James Cook
magna cum laude
Lauren Alexandra Dammarell
Lakeisha T. Eglaus
cum laude
Caitlin Elizabeth Hawthorne
cum laude
Zane Ahmed Hedayat
Sydney Diane Hoff
summa cum laude
Madison Hunsberger
Grace Olivia Lehman
*Kiersten R. Mackintosh
cum laude
Aylin Fernanda Montes Méndez
cum laude
Kelsey René Moody
summa cum laude
Kiara Christine Nieto
summa cum laude
Clarisa Ann Paschall
magna cum laude
Lucille Grace Patnaude
cum laude
Rachel Grace Paul
cum laude
Chloe Jane Sohmer
magna cum laude
Bachelor of Arts
*Grace Elizabeth Stephens
magna cum laude
Emily Brooke Waskom
cum laude
Hannah Patton Wells
cum laude
Taylor Danae Wilson
HIGHER ED. STUDENT DEV.
Morgan Brianne Allison
Kaitlin Marie Bedel
Nicholas Scott Dennig
Serena Marie Draper
Caleb Daniel Hoelscher
Kenedy Marie Kieffer
Kelsey Victoria Lavender
Josiah Daniel Peterson
Jana Lea Roste
Bailey Stewart Sauls
Amber Dawn Stanley
Taylor Jade Treece
MINISTRY
Kylee Danielle Higgins
Audrey Leigh Johnson
Cierra Mitsue Natt
Michael Lawrence Polster
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Senior Class Student Awards
Outstanding Achievement Outstanding Systems Stuin Mathematics
dent Award
Ariel Wentworth
Kendall Miyakawa
Outstanding Achievement Outstanding Service Stuin Applied Mathematics
dent Award
Caleb Fox
Joseph van der Harst
Outstanding Physics and
Engineering Senior Award
Caleb Miller
Clayton Warren

Society of Professors of
Christian Education Student of the Year
Cheyenne King
Taylor University
Award for Excellence in
Philosophy
Zach Winters

Outstanding Computer
Science Digital Media Student Award
Elementary Education
Patience Korrie
Outstanding Future Educator/Student Teacher of
Outstanding Physics and
Outstanding Computer
the Year
Engineering Service and
Science Cybersecurity Stu- Elissa Erb
Leadership Award
dent Award
John Ragan
Adam Nichols
Secondary Education OutMoriah Schlenker
standing Future EducaOutstanding Computer
tor/Student Teacher of the
Distinguished Biologist
Science Student Award
Year
Award
Ariel Wentworth
Nathan Sahly
Micah Hoeksema
David Deng
All-grade Education OutOutstanding Chemist
Outstanding Achievement standing Future EducaAward
in Accounting Award
tor/Student Teacher of
Vincent Miranda
Madisyn Fischer
the Year
RaeAnne Hankla
Outstanding Research
Outstanding Achievement
Award
in Finance Award
Excellence in the Study of
Kendra Russell
Justin Fath
English
Chris Chiodo
Maya Latham
Outstanding Achievement
Excellence in Professional in Management Award
Metcalf Open, Best of
Writing
Noah Rodman
Show Award
Kamryn Koble
Mia Hershberger
Outstanding Achievement
Excellence in Public
in Marketing Award
Dean of Students Award
Relations
James McCloud
Campbelle Williams
Lauren Rink
Outstanding Achievement Photographer of the Year
Excellence in Multimedia in Sports Management
Ross Kimbrell
Journalism
Award
Sam Jones
Katelynn Suits
Designer of the Year
Sydney Watson
I.B. Pulliam Journalism
Zondervan Outstanding
Excellence Award
Achievement in Biblical
Studio Artist of the Year
Kassidy Weemhoff
Greek
Rinnah Shaw
Victoria Lawson
Jed Barber
Illustrator of the Year
Mia Hershberger
David J. Chamberlin ExZondervan Outstanding
cellence in Public RelaAchievement in Hebrew
Art Educator of the Year
tions Award
Grammar
Kyrie Lewis
Leah Selk
Kendra Roth

Pre-Art Therapist of the
Year
Campbelle Williams
Distinguished Service to
the Theatre Program
Elizabeth Carrier
The Presser Foundation
Scholar Award
Rebekah Settles
Film & Media Production Award for Academic
Excellence
Kendra Copeland
Student Leader of the Year
Jacob Ferguson
Citizenship Award
Anna Craig
John Wengatz Service
Award
Beka Carp
Zach Winters
Betsy Smith Scholarship
Grace Meharg
Steve Austin Scholarship
Addison Perry
Gates-Howard Award
Josh Roth
Natalie Steele Award
Sarah Harden
Certificate of Merit in
Leadership
Ela Alvarado Luna
Madelyn Ames
Caroline Ankrum
Natalie Baker
Liam Brettenny
Abriana Carnes
Olivia Chamberlain
Abbey Chandler
Alexandra Choate
Leah Conley
Kendra Copeland

Anna Craig
Emma Dahlquist
Heidi Dalton
Mo Decraene
Elizabeth Eckert
Izzy Erb
Jacinda Eskander
Jacob Ferguson
Rachel Fiscus
Caroline Flick
Joseph Ford
Holly Gaskill
JD Groh
Kassidy Hall
Tim Hudson
Blake Jarosinski
Clare Johnson
Sam Jones
Katerina Kelley
Logan Lockhart
Sarah Mangan
Emma McIntosh
Grace Meharg
Noah Michel
Maddy Miller
Hana Moody
Erica Morman
Trevyn Nafziger
Sawyer Pasma
Noah Pitts
Luke Rovenstine
Andrew Scherer
Abbi Schrader
Rinnah Shaw
Kaelynn Shultz
Luke Sorrell
Jonathan Taylor
Ellie Tiemens
Zach Winters
Rebecca Wright
Tarah Zumbrun
Alpha Psi Omega
Jed Barber
Steven Day
Angie DeStefano
Amanda Hotte
Amelia Jones
Kate Johnson
Eleana Manning
Lindsay Rice
Faith Seltzer
Claire Vock

Beta Alpha Epsilon
Colton Baroni
Leah Bassett
Karis Bolin
Olivia Bolinger
Lydia Browning
Ruth Claydon
Joshua Fenwick
Daniel Gerber
Joseph Hopper
Kristianna Johnson
Herschel Licht
Ryan Lopez
Colson Lugbill
Esther Michael
Katelyn Murphy
Corinne O’Leary
Margaret Oster
Addison Perry
Caleb Reiskytl
James Schneider
Abigail Schrader
Reagan Smith
Bethany Tann
Cooper Wild
Peter Wurster
Joshua Zeidan
Jacob Ferguson, President
Taylor Heath, President
Sienna Luttrell, Vice
President
Sigma Tau Delta
Hailey Hendricks
Madison Howland
Leah Kiers
Anna Marinov
Kharis Rutherford
Kristin Schrock
Abigail Swartzentruber

A&E

“This film is so anxiety-producing that you
just can’t look away.”
Cellar Door
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Tale exploring a man and his imaginary friend
“Harvey” provides a
sense of community
Olivia Yatooma
Staff Writer

Taylor’s production of “Harvey” tells the story of a man and
his imaginary friend through
a perfect dose of comedy and
loveable characters on stage.
Mary Chase wrote “Harvey”
as a way to bring joy to her
neighbor who lost her son in
the war. Thus, Chase’s motive
behind the play simply came
from wanting to make her
neighbor happy.
“I think that more than anything else, I’d like to lift the
spirits of Taylor’s students who
have just endured a really tough
year,” said junior cast member
Steven Day. “I’ve seen many
friends and classmates fall behind or fall into depression as
a result of these demanding semesters, and what better way
to send the student body into
the next year than with a play
about love, joy, laughter,and
friendship? I hope this play
inspires us to look forward to
gaining those things once again
in a less distanced, more meaningful way.”
Day plays the role of Elwood

P. Dowd. As Day is preparing
to step into the role, he looks
forward to seeing the world
through Elwood’s Lens because it encourages him to live
his life with love and to seek joy
in all circumstances.
“Elwood lives his life off the
principle of choosing pleasantry in all interactions, as opposed to trying to be ‘smart,’”
Day said. “After years of living
his life trying to be ‘clever’ or
‘brainy,’ Elwood receives advice
from his mother that makes
him realize the best way to live
his life is with a loving mindset of beauty and wonder for
all people.”
Sophomore Angie DeStefano plays Myrtle Mae, who
is the daughter of Veta Louise Simmons, played by senior
Elizabeth Carrier, and the niece
of Day’s character, Elwood P.
Dowd. DeStefano described
her character as a distracted, childish, frilly and spoiled
young lady.
The way in which DeStefano has come to embrace her
character is through physicality, as she has learned to shape
her body in the way that Myrtle
Mae would.
“I twiddle my thumbs a lot
and I stand very upright and

Photograph provided by Taylor Theatre

Taylor Theatre utilizes several promotional photos and posters to draw an audience to the show.

take very little steps,” DeStefano said. “It’s kind of like I’m
constantly running, and it gives
me this kind of quick-paced, silly demeanor. Changing how my
body moves and which parts
of my body that I lead with has
greatly affected how I think
about this character.”
As DeStefano has learned
to embrace her role as Myrtle

Mae, Carrier has learned how
to best play her role as Veta
Louise Simmons. Carrier stated that she has broadened her
horizons of what she thought
possible in order to step into
the shoes of such an expressive
character.
“This character expresses things much larger than I
would on day-to-day basis, so

it’s been a lot of fun to explore
such a dramatic range of emotive expression,” Carrier said.
In addition to learning the
ins and outs of their characters, each cast member is required to fulfill a minimum of 10
hours dedicated to production.
DeStefano is the charge scenic
artist, which means that she is
in charge of painting the set.

“The Father” uniquely examines dementia in film
Hopkins mesmerizes in
Best Picture nominee
Lucas Bertsche
Staff Writer

“The Father,” one of the eight
Best Picture nominees at the 2021
Oscars, delivers a mind-bending
perspective on aging, memory
loss and family.
The film tells the story of Anthony (Anthony Hopkins), a
stubborn old man with worsening dementia, and his daughter
Anne (Olivia Colman), who does

her best to take care of him.
Unlike other films that have
tackled this subject, “The Father”
tries to put viewers in Anthony’s
shoes and simulate what it would
actually be like to have dementia.
What starts as a straightforward
drama evolves into dizzying character study of a man whose life is
crumbling around him.
Originally created for the stage,
writer/director Florian Zeller
adapted his own play to the big
screen, and it translates beautifully. While theatrical elements such
as small, limited locations and a

Photograph provided by Alternate Ending

“The Father,” a Best Picture nominee, was released on Feb. 26, 2021.

CellarDoor
Top Picks from April
Amelia Bostick
Features Co-Editor

“Nobody” (2021):
The next addition to the Home
Alone series you didn’t know
you needed.
Bob Odenkirk kills this role.
Unsuspecting father, coworker
and neighbor, Odenkirk portrays
Hutch Mansell, your regular old
middle-aged metal fabrication
worker with an unexpected past.
He seems like a nobody.
But you never know how much
rage can be ignited inside of you
until a stranger robs your house
and steals your daughter’s kitty
cat charm bracelet. Or maybe you
do, if you’re John Wick and your
dog holds the same sentimental
value as said bracelet.
This film is just so fun. Nothing is as you would predict (except for maybe the fact that all
the ‘bad guys’ are Russian since,
for some reason, that is just a given reason to be evil in American
movies) and it really shows how
much you can turn violence into
comedy when making a film.

While this film may be morally questionable, it promotes a
good laugh, and no sane person
can hate Bob Odenkirk even if
they tried.
“Shiva Baby” (2021):
Family reunion-based movies
might just become the next big
thing for the horror genre.
With the inharmonic and increasingly high tones of the
instrumental music in the background, this movie has everyone
asking, “Wait, is this a thriller?”
And I would say, “Yes, it is.”
Rachel Sennott plays Danielle,
the main protagonist in the film.
She’s attending a ‘shiva’ with her
family, a Jewish tradition that
follows the death of a loved one.
When some unexpected guests
from her personal life show up,
tensions rise.
This film is so anxiety-producing that you just can’t look away.
I watched this movie on a Friday and immediately watched
it the next morning, forcing my
friends to watch it with me. It’s
one of those movies that you
can watch repeatedly with new
people, just wanting to see their
reactions to every twist and unexpected scenario.
“Sound of Metal” (2020):
With the Oscars happening

dialogue driven story are present,
Zeller justifies his adaptation and
sets it apart by brilliantly capitalizing on one of the strengths of
film: editing.
Not since Christopher Nolan’s
“Memento” has a film played with
structure in such an effective and
unique way. Scenes appear out of
order, others end where they began and some actors even switch
roles. It captures the confusion
and disorientation of losing one’s
memory by showing us what it
would be like to wake up and not
recognize one’s own house or even
one’s own daughter.
At times, the disorienting nature of the film can be frustrating. It could be hard sometimes
to lock down just who some of
the supporting characters actually were. Even after finishing the
movie, I’m still not quite sure what
was real and what wasn’t or what
happened in what order. However,
that’s really the whole point and
also the fun of the movie.
This wholly unique way of storytelling definitely paid off. It
gave me an understanding and
last week, I thought I’d touch on
one of my favorite nominees for
best picture.
“Sound of Metal” follows Ruben Stone, a drummer for the
two-man band he has with his
girlfriend, Lou, until he unexpectedly begins to lose his hearing. After visiting a doctor and officially
receiving the diagnosis of his rapidly deteriorating hearing, Ruben
cannot stand the thought of a future without sound and continues to perform.
When his girlfriend Lou discovers this fact, however, she
helps him find a deaf community for recovering addicts where
he can learn and become accustomed with American Sign Language and live the rest of his life
as a deaf man. Lou continues to
travel by herself, experimenting
with music of her own.
This film paints a beautiful
portrait of how life is worth living even when where you once
found serenity is taken from you.
Joe, a recovering alcoholic who extends kindness to Ruben throughout his time at the
deaf shelter, says, “But for me,
those moments of stillness, that
place, that’s the Kingdom of God.
And that place will never abandon you.”

empathy for these characters
that a more straightforward film
couldn’t have accomplished. I felt
their helplessness and horror as
Anthony slowly lost his battle to
time, a battle we all fight and lose
eventually. I’ve never dealt with
dementia or Alzheimer’s in my
family, but this film made me very
thankful for that and also sympathetic to those who have.
Zeller and Christopher Hampton’s script deservedly won the
Oscar for Best Adapted Screenplay. It’s filled to the brim with
emotional and moral complexity. I found myself torn in two
throughout the film. Part of me
was heartbroken for Anthony and
wanted to be understanding of his
condition. The other half was impatient with him and infuriated
by the way he treated the people
around him.
This duality in my own mind
was portrayed brilliantly onscreen by the characters of Anne
and Paul (played masterfully by
Colman and Rufus Sewell, respectively). Anne loves her father
and shows compassion for him

despite the nasty things he says to
her. Paul represents the other side.
While he could easily be viewed as
a jerk, I found it cathartic to see
someone voice my frustrations
and call Anthony out.
Despite the many hateful things
he does, Anthony still ends up as
a sympathetic character thanks
to Anthony Hopkins’ magnificent performance. In a career
filled with iconic roles (Hannibal Lector, Richard Nixon, etc.),
this might just be his best ever.
It earned him a Best Actor statue
and made him the oldest person
to win that category. It’s a vulnerable performance that balances
the character’s charisma and cruelty perfectly and crescendos to a
final scene that tore my heart out.
Overall, I loved this movie and
was rooting hard for it to win Best
Picture (sadly, it lost to “Nomadland”). It’s a unique, emotional
gut-puncher that left me sitting
stunned in the theaters as the
credits rolled and has stuck with
me long after.

There are two sets showcased
within the production, one being a high-end library and the
other being a sterile hospital.
According to DeStefano, the library set is very warm. It is a
fluid green, almost like vegetation. On the other hand, the
hospital consists of flat and solid-colored white and blue paint.
“It really switches from this
very organic learning environment to a hospital,” DeStefano
said. “The mood switches so
quickly between sets and it’s
very prevalent in the actors.”
After a year of such isolation and division, “Harvey” is
an outlet for students to come
together for nothing short of a
joyful memory.
“The cast and crew of Harvey
have all come together to share
a story of joy and to give the gift
of laughter to audience members,” Day said. “Our rehearsals
have been full of games, laughter and exercises that can be really healing to a community of
students whose desire for communion with others may have
been drastically unfulfilled
within the past year.”
Harvey began its run on Apr.
30 and will run until May 9 in
Mitchell Theatre.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
EVENTS

Rice Pilaf: Dead
Week
Recital Hall
May 3 @ 9pm

Wind Ensemble
POPS Concert

Wheeler Stage
May 4 @ 5:30 – 6:30pm

Dr. Harshenin
Piano Studio
Recital

SHM Butz-Carruth
Recital Hall
May 4 @ 6:30 – 8pm

Harvey

Mitchell Theatre
May 7 @ 7:30-10pm
May 8 @ 7:30-10pm
May 9 @ 2-4:30pm

echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by Film School Rejects.

“Nobody” was released by Mar. 26, 2021.

The ending of this movie is one
of the most beautiful moments
I’ve ever seen in film. For that
scene alone, it’s worth it.
“Wangari’s Tree of Peace” –
Jeanette Winter (2008):
Another picture book to add
to the shelf, this time concerning the Green Belt Movement, a
grassroots organization in Kenya focusing on environmental conservation.

This book portrays the impact
of Wangari Maathai, a Nobel
Peace Prize winner who created
a movement by simply planting
nine trees in her own backyard.
When other women saw what
she was doing, they began to
plant trees as well. It’s a story of
creation care, women’s strength
and the power in numbers.
Maathai won the Nobel Peace
Prize in 2004, the first African

American woman to do so. “The
earth was naked. For me, the mission was to try to cover it with
green,” Maathai said.
Next Month:
Here are a few things I’m interested in checking out next month.
Profile (May 14)
The Woman in the Window
(May 14)
A Quiet Place Part II (May 28)
echo@taylor.edu
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“She’s impacted so many people, her coaching staff, her
teammates, even other players on other teams. She’s
always impacting someone in some way, and
just loves people really well.”
Senior Spotlight: Kara Tucker
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Men’s golf wins conference championship
Fifth consecutive
title for team

Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The Taylor men’s golf team won
its fifth-consecutive Crossroads
League Championship last week,
with a three-round total score of
903. Marian University and Spring
Arbor University finished second
and third, respectively, with scores
of 907 and 908.
TU entered Tuesday’s final round
tied with Spring Arbor and four
shots ahead of Marian, knowing
they would need a strong day to
bring home another conference
title.

Sophomore Drew Pickering fired a
71 in the final round, the best round
of the day. Junior Javan Johnson followed Pickering with a 74, freshman Adam Kasitz had a 77 in the
final round and sophomores Erik
Fahlen and Noah Ross put up a
pair of 78’s. Pickering and Johnson
finished in the top-5 for individual
scoring in the tournament.
“We all knew it was going to be
really close,” Head Coach Cameron Andry said. “Mentally, we were
prepared and knew we were going
to be in a battle, from start to finish. We didn’t play great the whole
time, but that’s golf, and some guys
got hot in the middle of the round.”
Key shots and holes were numerous during the three-round event

for the Trojans. Johnson had a
chip-in eagle on the par-4 eighth
hole that helped propel Taylor to
a more secure lead. Andry mentioned Fahlen’s birdies mid-round
as another key event, as well as
Pickering’s long birdie-putt on the
sixteenth hole.
Another key moment that Andry
highlighted, was Ross calling a penalty stroke on himself for grounding a club – an infraction that only
the player could have noticed. Andry commended Ross’s integrity for
taking the penalty so late in a crucial tournament.
While Taylor men’s golf is no
stranger to success, the men’s team
was dealing with a roster that had
never competed in a conference

Top stories from year in athletics
Five biggest sports
moments
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

Not uncommon for these days,
there was uncertainty about
whether there would be a full season of athletics this year at Taylor, but as the spring semester
winds down, every varsity sport
was able to compete in a mostly
full season.
The unique nature of the 202021 athletic year brought many
unique and memorable moments from the Trojans. So, as a
refresher, here were the top five
moments and stories from the
year in Taylor Athletics.
No. 5
Which Sport is Playing When?
Football in the spring? Fall
sports playing full seasons and
then waiting for national championships until the spring?
Both happened, and the unusual scheduling affected nearly every team. COVID-19 caused

cancellations and postponements across the board. Some
teams had significant portions of
their schedule cancelled — football’s final three games were “No
Contests” due to the pandemic.
Still, gratitude for being able to
play shined through.
“The opportunity to get back
and be together and play. I know
all of our athletes are going to be
incredibly excited about that,”
said Director of Intercollegiate
Athletics Kyle Gould in an article for The Echo.
No. 4
Silent Night Canceled
For the first time since the late
1980s, the final home basketball
game before finals wasn’t celebrated with pajamas or costumes, and for the first time since
1997, Silent Night did not take
place.
After an announcement in
chapel that Silent Night would indeed take place despite COVID-19,
the historic and beloved tradition
was cancelled a little over a week
before the game.

“The game will not be rescheduled,” a story on taylortrojans.
com read.
No. 3
Cross Country Dominance
There’s a common theme with
the top-3 moments from this year:
running.
Less of an individual moment
and more of a year-long story, the
men’s and women’s cross country
teams continued their run of success, and made history along the
way.
The women’s team won their
eighth-consecutive Crossroads
League Championship and finished No. 3 in the NAIA National
Championships. The men’s team
suffered a narrow defeat and finished No. 2 in the Crossroads
League Championship, but rebounded in a big way in the
spring (more on that, later).
The programs made history as
the first Taylor men’s and women’s sport to be ranked No.1 nationally simultaneously, as both
spent time at the top of the national polls in the fall.

Senior Spotlight: Kara Tucker
Softball player
discusses career
Payne Moses
Staff Writer

Yorktown, Indiana native and
senior Kara “Tuck-stop” Tucker
is in the final stages of her Taylor
softball career.
The second base player has
only missed one game during
her four-year journey at Taylor
and has shone brightly to say the
least. She was voted team captain
by her fellow teammates this season, and Head Softball Coach Erin
Bellinger wholeheartedly backed
the decision.
In Tucker’s freshman season
in 2018, she made the Crossroads
League Gold Glove team with an
incredible .977 fielding percentage. Though softball’s season
was shortened in 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, Tucker was
named NAIA Scholar-Athlete and
batted an impressive .367 in her

Photograph provided by Taylor Athletics

Tucker at-bat earlier this season.
The second baseman has set career-highs in her senior season.

14 starts. This current 2021 season
has brought out the most in Tucker’s game, tallying a career-high in
hits with 45 and put-outs with 105.
Notably this season, Tucker recorded her first collegiate home
run March 22 against Grace

College and quickly added a second two games later matching up
with Huntington University the
very next day.
With only eight games remaining in the regular season until the
Crossroads League Tournament,
Tucker hopes to lead her team to
the NAIA National Championship
tournament as she did in her sophomore season.
Despite all the accolades and
career-bests, Tucker cherishes the memories with her teammates and Coach Bellinger to a
higher degree.
“I think softball led me here to
Taylor, but it’s not all about softball,” Tucker said. “I’ve met a lot
of great people, my best friends.
I’ve always been a pretty competitive person, but realizing softball
isn’t everything and the lessons
I’ve learned from my four years at
Taylor … those are things that will
stick with me more.”
Taylor’s trip to Oregon for the
2019 NAIA National Championship

championship, due to their youth
and the cancellation of last year’s
tournament.
“There was still a little bit of a
question in the back of the mind,
‘do we actually have what it takes to
get the job done’, and you can’t really answer that question until you go
out and do it,” Andry said. “I’m really proud of them, it’s been a journey
this year and it hasn’t always been
pretty, but we learned lessons along
the way and they paid dividends.”
The men’s team will move onto
the national tournament, which
begins on May 18. The women’s
team will tee-off in their Crossroads League Championship tournament today.
echo@taylor.edu

After taking home first last week, the men’s team will move onto nationals.

No. 2
Relay Team wins National
Championship
In almost any other year, a national championship would be the top
story and moment for an athletic
season.
The 4x800 relay team of juniors
Abby Brennan, Giovanna Domene,
Corinne O’Leary and sophomore
Brooke Studnicki broke their own
school record and won the indoor NAIA Women’s 4x800 race in
a convincing fashion with a time
of 9:18.25.
The margin of five seconds over
the second-place team allowed the
team to chase after their own record.
“After that, we weren’t really competing against the other
teams, it was, ‘Let’s just try to get
the school record at this point,’”
O’Leary said in a story with The
Echo.
No. 1
Men’s Cross Country National
Championship
Easily the biggest story from the
year so far, the Taylor men’s cross
country team didn’t just make running-history, they made school history. While both the men’s and women’s
cross country programs have enjoyed

a long history of success, neither had
been able to crack through and win a
national championship — until this
spring.
The championship was Taylor’s
first team national championship,
across any sport.
Head Coach Quinn White took
home numerous awards for his
coaching throughout the unusual
season (nationals were in spring
after a fall season), and the team
was named the U.S. Track and Field
and Cross Country Coaches Association’s “National Scholar Team of
the Year.”
“The cross country program has
had such excellent tradition under
a variety of coaches and athletes. To
bring home a title is to honor God,
the current runners, past runners/
coaches, and our university,” White
said in an article with The Echo.
Honorable Mentions:
Competitive cheer completes
first season, baseball starts 20-0
at home, women’s golf wins four
fall tournaments, track and field
sees new records set, women’s
basketball increases home winstreak to 30, men’s golf wins Crossroads League.
echo@taylor.edu

stands alone in Tucker’s mind as
what she will remember most
from softball, but not so much for
the accomplishment as for the
fellowship with her teammates.
This nationals excursion was
not an isolated experience determining Tucker’s emphasis on the
team, since her love for her team
runs deep.
Tucker relayed who she is
closest with both on and off
the diamond.
“Outside the softball field, I
would probably say Alexi Clay,”
Tucker said. “She’s really impacted me a lot. She’s very sweet, very
Christ-centered, definitely motivates me a lot. On the softball
field, our short-stop Emma West.
Her and I, we’re very encouraging
to each other and push each other a lot.”
Junior Alexi Clay, who fills a utility player position on the team, described Tucker in her own words.
“She works very hard on everything she does, in softball and
friendships, relationships,” Clay
said. “But on the field, she really
leads by example … It’s really fun

to watch her play and compete
because she gets so into it and
she’s this quiet, shy person but
once on the field, she’s absolutely dynamite.”
Clay visited Taylor’s campus before committing. She roomed with
Tucker overnight, and that immediate impact led Clay to choose
Taylor for her college home.
“She’s been a really important
person in my life that’s challenged
me in a bunch of ways,” Clay said.
“She’s been a really good listener. She’s pointed me back to Jesus
many times. I could go on and on.”
Bellinger is concluding her
fourth year at Taylor, and third
season as head coach of Taylor
softball. This commonality with
Tucker has made their relationship that much more meaningful
to Bellinger.
“She’s made me a better coach
and I’ve learned a lot from her,”
Bellinger said. “I’m in my first years
as head coach and I want to do
what’s best for the team and what’s
best for the players, so to have that
relationship with her has been super beneficial.”
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Men’s Golf

5/18-21 NAIA National Championship

Women’s Golf

5/3 Crossroads League Championship
5/4 Crossroads League Championship

Baseball

5/7 Crossroads League Tournament TBA

Softball

5/5 Crossroads League Tournament TBA

Track and Field

5/6 Crossroads League Championships 12:30 p.m.
5/7 Crossroads League Championships 12:30 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
RESULTS FROM TAYLOR
ATHLETICS
Women’s Track & Field
4/24 Huntington Invite
NO TEAM SCORE

Men’s Track & Field
4/24 Huntington Invite
NO TEAM SCORE

Baseball

4/24 Saint Francis L 3-6
4/24 Saint Francis L 5-6

Softball

4/24 Marian L 1-3
4/24 Marian L 3-7
4/28 Grace W 7-0
4/28 Grace W 17-1

Men’s Golf

4/26-27 Crossroads League
Championships 1st

Bellinger said documenting
Tucker’s career and leadership is
hard to put into words because of
how large of a mark she has left on
the program.
“She is the best second baseman I have seen in a very long
time,” Bellinger said. “She is just
an incredible woman, and she has
grown so much athletically, spiritually, personally with relationships.”
While no specific game jumps
out in Bellinger’s mind, she said the
second baseman emulates former
New York Yankees star Derek Jeter
when Tucker expertly turns double
plays in practice.
When asked to describe Tucker
in a single word, Bellinger found it
difficult to limit herself to one.
“Impactful,” Bellinger said.
“She’s impacted so many people,
her coaching staff, her teammates,
even other players on other teams.
She’s always impacting someone
in some way, and just loves people
really well.”
echo@taylor.edu

Ta y l o r F r e n c h

Sam Hardy

Golf

XC/Track

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Senior
North Muskegon, MI
Christian Ministries
Detroit Tigers
The Blind Side
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Josh Harden

•
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Year
Hometown

(765) 998-7261

Senior
St. L ouis, MO

Major

Graphic Design

Fav o r i t e S p o r t s
Team

St. L ou i s B lu e s

Fav o r i t e S p o r t s M o v i e
Funniest Teammate

Remember the Titans
Annie Stimmel
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